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Security in Cyberspace
“Information and cyber security have gained enormous importance
across all industries as business processes have become highly
networked. Users can no longer keep up with the necessary
technical knowledge and the complexity of the networked processes,
making it necessary for highly specialised teams to cooperate
on an interdisciplinary basis. This is what we do at G4C.”
Roland Wolf, Chairperson of G4C e. V.
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STRONG TOGETHER AGAINST CYBER CRIME
Dear reader,
Certainly you have been following the topic in the news: Cyber

With the establishment of the German Competence Centre

crime represents an ever growing threat. This is true not only

against Cyber Crime e. V. (G4C), companies from a wide range of

for private individuals or larger corporations, but also for small

industries in Germany have come together to counteract inter-

and medium-sized companies, utilities and infrastructure opera-

net crime with preventive measures.

tions. Yet we keep hearing in the media that many companies still
underestimate the danger of this virtual crime.

The association is exclusively supported by the Federal
Criminal Police Office (BKA) and the Federal Office for Informa-

Although the digital networking of humans, machines, processes

tion Security (BSI). By creating an environment of trust that sup-

and platforms has opened up amazing opportunities, it also gives

ports information sharing, the association aims to prevent the

rise to a wide range of threats, some of which can even threaten

recurrence of system errors and user problems at the member

a company’s existence. The theft of customer and supplier data,

companies. When new cyber crime phenomena, trends, weak-

as well as other sensitive business secrets, and the disruption

nesses and threats are discovered, public authorities take action

of production processes not only threaten higher costs, but also

and inform G4C and its members of appropriate and critical

risk harming the company’s reputation, which may be even more

security measures. In most cases, this allows us to proactively

serious given the time it takes to rebuild trust.

prevent large-scale damage.
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Such damage frequently results from a failure to detect cyber
crime at an early stage. A prompt response to cyber attacks
is a key factor in confining the potential for company losses.
Knowledge of one’s own situation – which measures are available for securing the systems, where gaps exist, where security
can be improved further – offers a decisive advantage in dealing
with this threat. We offer to analyse your systems to help you
improve your defences against cyber crime.
I would be very pleased by the opportunity to make such a risk
assessment for you, followed by a detailed discussion, as well as
to share with you more details about our association.
I hope to have awoken your interest.

Sincerely,

Roland Wolf,
Chairman of the Board
Wiesbaden, October 2019

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden
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Origin of G4C e. V.
GOAL
• Prevention, detection and response
• Individual contact between private business and diverse security authorities
• Investigation and countermeasures by security authorities in the international network
• Prompt, bundled intelligence and case merging

2011

2012

• Need for institutionalised cooperation between private
business and security authorities

• Exploration of
requirements

• First institutional public private partnership workshop,
initiated and organised by the BKA

• Exchange of information with the National CyberForensics and Training Alliance (NCFTA)
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FOUNDING OF THE ASSOCIATION

RESTRUCTURING OF G4C

As a non-profit organisation registered in Wiesbaden,
G4C e. V. began operations on 1 January 2014.

Further development of the organisation’s scope and
processes to strengthen cooperation within the association
and intensify communication with expert partners.

The founding members are three companies from the
finance industry (Commerzbank, ING and HypoVereinsbank),
who each appoint a member of the Managing Board.

2013

2018

• Start of the founding preparations and issuing of a
declaration of intent to found the association

• Appointment of a Managing Director

• Establishment of a charter and rules for
membership fees

• Expansion of the association beyond the finance sector

• Creation of
with the BKA

a

detailed

cooperation

agreement

• Further development and marketing of the product
portfolio

• Founding meeting

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden
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The Association
As an independent, operationally active non-profit
association, G4C is a source of expertise, an early
warning system and an information platform.
The association ensures that members and cooperation partners can
exchange their knowledge and insights concerning current threats.

Its operational capabilities and cross-industry networking distinguish the
association from existing networks and alliances on the topic of cyber
security, making it a valuable and important partner to businesses in the
interests of strengthening the German and international immune systems
against cyber crime.

What makes G4C unique compared with other networks and alliances
is the close and daily exchange of information between the cooperative
partners and the members of the association. This is why association
members and partners work together under the same roof.

Assembling actors from diverse areas of prevention into a strategic
alliance enables a very efficient approach. Knowledge, competence and
experience are bundled together and made available for practical use by
all members and partners.

G4C is very interested in bringing together other key players in the field
of cyber crime prevention. One of the association’s goals is to expand the
network for prevention. Through the inclusion of additional companies,
G4C intends to strengthen its expertise in the prevention of cyber crime at
every stage of online commerce.

Left to right:
Heiko Wolf (Chairman G4C) and Andreas Lüning (Managing Director
G DATA) at the signing of the admission confirmation in Bochum
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Our Goals
Comprehensive analysis of
cyber crime,
tactics identification

Development of
preventive
security measures

STANDING STRONG

At Glance
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information-sharing
nam nonseque nos endesedio.
platform for all industries
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Initiation and implementation
of studies, campaigns and
research projects
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Managing Board
Roland Wolf
Chairman of the Bord / Finances
Roland Wolf, banker, transferred to the IT sector
after 15 years in investment banking. He has been
involved in IT security in the banking industry since
2001 and has been in charge of corporate security
at Commerzbank since 2008.

Heiko Wolf
Chairman / Public Relations
Heiko Wolf has many years of experience in the field
of IT security and IT governance. He has worked since
1996 providing IT support to banks and accountancy
firms. At present, he is Head of Information Risk
Management at ING with special responsibility
for information security, business continuity
management, physical safety and staff security.

Tibor Konya
Chairman / Organisation and Development
Prior to 2012, Tibor Konya was employed in the public
security sector. Later, he worked as a corporate
security specialist for a major industrial company.
He eventually joined UniCredit Bank AG, where
he is responsible for information security as well
as business continuity management and security
intelligence.
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Our Team
General Management
Peter-Michael Kessow
Managing Director, Security Consultant
Many years of management experience with the Federal Police,
most recently Vice President of Berlin’s Police Headquarters East.

Contact
Tel.: +49 (0)6122 178 4800
E-Mail: P.Kessow@g4c-ev.org

Project Management
and Organisation

Security Consulting

Ingmar Weitemeier

Dr Kai Buchholz-Stepputtis

Representative of General
Management, Project Management

Principal Security Consultant

Director of the State Police Office

Contact
Tel.: +49 (0)6122 178 4800
Mobile: +49 (0)172 450 9625
Email: I.Weitemeier@g4c-ev.org

Contact
Tel.: +49 (0)6122 178 4800
Mobile: +49 (0)172 66 03 809
Email: K.Buchholz-Stepputtis@g4c-ev.org

Joachim Hock-Tessmann
External Consultant, Project Controlling
Contact
Tel.: +49 (0)6122 178 4800
Mobile: +49 (0)176 517 97 425
Email: J.Hock-Tessmann@g4c-ev.org

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden
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Our members
“Trust in companies is as essential to a functioning economy as trust between
companies and their customers. In an increasingly networked world, the importance
of security in cyberspace has never been greater. The exchange of information within
the G4C membership is vital for identifying early developments and establishing new
security solutions.”
Christian Funk
Director of Information Security
SCHUFA Holding AG
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Our Cooperations
Institutionalised cooperation between private business and
security authorities

Information security and cyber security are of everincreasing importance to companies as a result
of the extensive networking of business processes
and the associated dependence on functioning IT
systems.
In recent years, the number of cyber attacks and
their sophistication have increased continuously, and
so has the risk of these attacks succeeding.
Prevention of cyber crime is therefore only possible
through cooperation. G4C differs here from other
networks and alliances. The association works on an
interdisciplinary basis with highly specialised teams

from the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) and
the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI).
Association members and partners work together
under the same roof.
The association bundles knowledge, competence
and experience, making these available for practical
use by its members. The cooperation with the BKA
and the BSI enables rapid and effective information
and knowledge transfer regarding potential threats.
G4C and its members collaborate with the BKA
and BSI to develop prevention measures in order
to improve companies’ IT security and minimise the
danger of illegal attacks.

From left: Heiko Löhr (BKA), Ingmar Weitemeier (G4C) and
Stefan Methien (BKA)

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden
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Our Cooperation Partners
FEDERAL CRIMINAL POLICE OFFICE
The Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) is the central

The BKA ensures that key insights are shared with

office of the German police, tasked with fighting crime at

potential victims as quickly as possible in order to avoid

the national level in cooperation with state police offices.

extensive damage. At the same time, the BKA is also

The BKA has its own investigative capabilities in certain

available for immediate consultation regarding illegal

difficult fields of criminality, especially for interstate and

attacks on networks of member companies. If necessary,

international relationships. This applies in particular to

investigative law enforcement measures can be initiated

special cases of cyber crime that result in enormous

very quickly. At the same time, this also provides

losses, significantly restrict the freedom of action of

protection to other member companies at risk. Thanks

companies or pose a considerable threat to health or lives.

to its cooperation with G4C, the BKA has a platform for
discussing solutions to current and future topics as part

Cyber crime is therefore considered a serious form of

of its efforts to prevent and combat cyber crime.

organised crime. Government agencies are called upon to
place a high priority on combatting this form of criminality,

BKA experts sit down at a table with G4C to exchange

not only in the area of prosecution, but also with regard

information on how to minimise risks to companies.

to prevention. Knowing this to be impossible without the

Supplemented by the measures of the Federal Office for

participation of the private sector, the BKA was interested

Information Security (BSI), this cooperation with the BKA

in finding suitable partners to work with.

helps promptly address and avert dangers and prevent
losses.

In the interests of protecting the public, the management
of the BKA therefore decided on 21 January 2014 to

The cooperation to date has clearly demonstrated

enter into a cooperation with the non-profit association

its value.

G4C, which counts a number of business enterprises
as members. On this day, the Vice President of the BKA
Dr Jürgen Stock, and the chairmen of G4C signed an
agreement on cooperation in the field of cyber crime.

From left: Heiko Löhr (BKA) and Ingmar Weitemeier (G4C)
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From left: Ingmar Weitemeier (G4C), Vice President Peter Henzler
(BKA) and Peter M. Kessow (G4C)
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Left to right:
Jan Hendrick Peters (BSI),
Peter M. Kessow (G4C),
Vice President Dr Gerhard Schabhüser (BSI)
and Michael Dwucet (BSI)
at a cooperation meeting in Bonn

FEDERAL OFFICE FOR
INFORMATION SECURITY
On 22 January 2015, G4C e. V. and the Federal Office

BSI Vice President Dr Gerhard Schabhüser also sees the

for Information Security (BSI) signed a cooperation

exchange of information on current threat scenarios as

agreement. The focus of the cooperation lies on joint

an important component of preventing increasing cyber

prevention of cyber crime.

criminal activity: “Cyber attacks on companies take place
every day with increasing professionalism and specificity.

“Cyber crime poses a great challenge to companies,

In order to develop appropriate protection measures,

especially in the finance industry. Through cooperation

those affected cannot remain silent about these attacks;

with the BSI as a national IT security authority, we can

they must be discussed within an atmosphere of trust.”

improve the future exchange of knowledge of new threats,”
explains Roland Wolf, the association’s Chairman of the
Board.

G4C Managing Board at a cooperation meeting

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden

Contract signing at G4C e.V.
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Cooperation with the BKA
Continuous mutual exchange of information
about developments
Because many acts of cyber crime are not repor-

…on phenomena such as ransomware.

ted to the police, extensive police assessment of its
potential dangers includes insights from non-police

In the year 2018, there was in fact a 20% decrease

information sources, such as G4C.

across the entire category of ransomware; however,
the number of deployed variants attacking specific

The information thus obtained expands the informa-

companies increased by 12%. In 2019, G4C once

tional awareness of the BKA, enabling a qualitatively

again observed an increase in ransomware attacks.

superior assessment of the situation that supports
further, carefully focused prevention measures.

The figures and developments paint a picture of increasing threat to the economy and indicate more

The expertise of G4C also enhances police perspec-

targeted and professional activity on the part of cy-

tives when included in the current landscape assess-

ber criminals, who are shifting their activities into

ments of the BKA.

more lucrative fields of business.

For example, G4C members share important infor-

According to G4C member Symantec, Germany

mation

holds third place behind the USA and China with re-

The ransomware scene is characterised
by increasing professionalisation.

CURRENT
DEVELOPMENTS

DDoS attacks are increasing
in quantity and sophistication.

The attractiveness of mobile malware
has been on the rise for years.

Source:
Federal Criminal Police Office
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gard to the frequency of infections by mobile ransom-

users are particularly impacted. On average, G-Data

ware.

registered 11,700 newly identified mobile malware
types for Android per day, in other words, one new

…on phenomena such as DoS attacks

malware unit every eight seconds. However, iOS
devices are increasingly being damaged by malware

According to information from G4C member Link11,

of all types.

DoS attacks increased significantly in quality and
quantity in the year 2018. Compared with 2017,

The number of newly programmed malware variants

the number not only increased by 34% in 2018, the

in the year 2018 amounted to about 4.1 million for

average attack bandwidth increased from 1.7 Gbit/s

Android devices alone – a growth of 27% over the

to 4.9 Gbit/s, resulting in a faster collapse of the

previous year.

targeted organisations.
…on phenomena such as mobile malware
The G4C member G-Data reports that Android

61,4

DAMAGES FROM
CYBER CRIME IN
MILLION EUROS
(2018)

60,7

0,7
Damages
(total)

Computer fraud only cyber crime
in the restricted sense

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden

Misuse of telecommunications
services

Source:
Federal Criminal Police Office
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Portfolio
CDCH: Compromised Data
Clearing House

MISP: Malware Information
Sharing Plattform

Criminals do business on the internet, too. In internet

Every day, forensic IT experts investigate complex threats

forums and on marketplaces, they share information

to IT infrastructure. The experts must compile various

about tactics and techniques or offer hacked or stolen

fragments into a complete picture. These can consist of

data (credit card data, account data, bank data, etc.).

simple metadata or complicated and malicious code. This

The BKA occasionally obtains access to such platforms

description is known as an indicator of compromise (IOC).

and thereby access to the victims’ data, which must then
be processed.

In the best case, IOCs describe how, when and where
an attack is taking place. This makes the IOC the most

In such cases, the public prosecutor’s office calls

important documentation for an IT security expert.

upon G4C to provide customers’ personal data to the
corresponding companies so that they are able to protect

By sharing and spreading such information on sharing

themselves and their customers from further damage.

platforms, the participants benefit from each other’s

This data processing happens in close cooperation with

different approaches and knowledge. These platforms

the BKA.

therefore serve to promote knowledge transfer and
sharpening of the IOCs.
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DUEN: Darknet
Underground Economy

Security checks

In November 2017, and with the approval of the G4C

Because technology is not the only weak link but people,

Managing Board, G4C member companies began to

too, can be untrustworthy, G4C is also concerned with the

search the Darknet for criminally relevant content or

topic of security/background checks.

preparations. BKA/SO 4 is providing major technical and
methodological guidance for this effort, and the legality is

The idea is to evaluate, at certain intervals, the integrity

being evaluated by the general public prosecutor’s office

of potential new hires as well as current employees

in Frankfurt am Main.

(directors/IT experts).

The associated procedures have been documented in

The tactical options here are myriad. In particular, it must

a process manual. The goal is to identify current and

be ensured that measures are and remain legal. In some

future events with the potential to threaten G4C member

cases, this legality is based on special laws (e.g. Nuclear

companies.

Energy Act [AtomG], Money Laundering Act [GWG]). If no
special legal framework exists, it is necessary to apply

Specifically, the underground economy and Darknet are

standards of occupational law, which restrict permissible

being searched for information about member companies,

actions to ensure they are proportional.

malware, planned DDoS attacks, APTs, etc. The discovered
information can subsequently be analysed to help protect

Here as well, G4C offers extensive solutions and advice.

the companies.

At Glance
Goals, Namus, eatum necta resedis dolendeni offictatia
nam nonseque nos endesedio.

Founded
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C.E.O.
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Our Informational Material
for Companies
Companies as targets: Ransomware
The use of ransomware has taken an expected
and predicted step in its evolution: it is now being
deployed very specifically against companies.
Ransom demands in Bitcoin are no longer merely
arbitrary. They are adjusted to the financial
situation of the victim company, and the euro
amounts can run to seven digits.
To justify such large demands, the perpetrators
strive to spread the ransomware throughout
the company’s network. The goal is to encrypt as
much of the company’s data (including backups)
as possible, thereby crippling operations. In the
worst case, the company can face the dilemma
of accepting a total loss or consenting to the
ransom demands.

G4C has compiled a brochure to help member
companies
communicate
effectively
with
customers about ransomware.
This should help sensitise companies to this
increasing and highly dangerous phenomenon
while also providing important information on
improved prevention and detection and lending
assistance in the event of an attack.
The brochure is available from G4C.

Companies and institutions as
(highly specific) targets of ransomware
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Companies as targets: CEO fraud
Companies are increasingly in the crosshairs
of cyber criminals. First, attackers spy on the
companies over the internet. Then they focus their
interest on a specific employee, who is skilfully
manipulated and often unsuspectingly shares
confidential data about the company or makes
payments to outside accounts.
The typical process for “CEO fraud” involves
employees with payment authorisation (e.g.
in Accounting) receiving forged messages
supposedly from the company’s general manager/
CEO. These messages instruct the employee to
carry out highly confidential financial transactions.
Reasons such as company takeovers, penalty
payments or the like are given to justify this “very
personal request from top management”, which

is to be kept strictly confidential, of course.
If the employee falls prey to this “social
engineering”, the resulting damages can run to
the tens of millions.
The attackers employ diverse strategies. Common
to all is that human characteristics are exploited,
such as eagerness to help, trust, fear or respect
of authority. Employees are manipulated so that
they act in good faith, harming their own company
without realising it.
With significant assistance from G4C member
banks, the Association of German Banks has
created a brochure to explain to companies how
they can protect themselves against CEO fraud
and related scams.

CEO fraud

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden
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G4C: An Established and Successful
Networker
Participation in conferences
G4C experts are in demand to help organise conferences and events on the topic of cyber security.
G4C maintains particularly close cooperation with
the journal Behördenspiegel. At PITS 2019 (Germany’s expert conference for IT and cyber security in
government and administration), Peter-Michael
Kessow and Ingmar Weitemeier acted as discussion
moderators and informed panellists. Such activities
not only demonstrate the capabilities of G4C, they
can lead to new prevention initiatives as well.

Cooperation with BBH
The Managing Director of G4C, Peter-Michael
Kessow, and Dr Ines Zenke, partner at the law office
Becker, Büttner, Held (BBH), are planning a future
collaboration. While the insights of G4C are of particular importance to BBH and its clients, G4C gains
access to companies that have a special interest
in the prevention of cyber attacks, such as companies involved in critical infrastructure. The result is
a close atmosphere of trust that supports an open
exchange of experiences.

Cooperation with NCFTA
A great many attacks on German companies originate from abroad. In a majority of the cases, perpetrators first gained experience in the USA and
then expanded to Europe. This makes it all the more
important to cooperate across borders. In Europe, the Federal Police Office works together with
Europol, but broader initiatives also exist. G4C itself
has concluded a cooperation agreement with the
National Cyber-Forensics and Training Alliance
(NCFTA) in the USA.
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G4C supports measures for optimisation of
secure infrastructure
• Timely threat information through active participation in the
“G4C Investigative Research Network” by active or supporting
members of G4C
• Functional testing of the IT security structure, IT organisation
and crisis preparations
• Regular vetting of the administrative personnel and technical
control centre personnel for IT security
• Inspection of the technical/organisational IT structures and
cyber attack response plans

As an operator of critical infrastructure, you
must take appropriate organisational and
technical precautions to prevent disruptions
to your IT systems that are essential for the
functionality of critical infrastructure.
Source: BSI Act,
§ 8a IT security of
critical infrastructure

Borsigstr. 36, 65205 Wiesbaden
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Another of our cooperation partners is the office of Becker Büttner Held,
attorneys, auditors, tax consultants. The office belongs to the BBH group,
one of the leading consultants for infrastructure industries, with over 550
employees at seven sites in Germany and Brussels.

Abwehr

A majority of BBH’s 3,000 clients are operators of infrastructure in the
areas of energy, information technology, telecommunications, transport,
health and water that have been defined as critical by the BSI Critical
Infrastructures Ordinance.

The increasing targeting of infrastructure and public services as well as the
scale of data exchanged today place a special responsibility on management
and supervisory boards. BBH therefore provides legal, accounting, technical
and strategic advice to companies in areas such as IT security and defence
against cyber crime.
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